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FBI AND OTHER RAIDS

OVERVIEW OF A DAWN RAID

• Carried out by FBI with search warrant
• Often a team of agents

• Unannounced, and therefore it is important to be prepared
• Can occur simultaneously at multiple locations
• Unlikely to include DOJ attorneys but may include other agency attorneys
• If the company is obstructive, high risk of criminal sanctions

• Purpose generally is to protect evidence, but there can be additional purposes (publicity,
politics, etc.)
– Press can be alerted
• Usually based on strong indication of company wrongdoing
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OVERVIEW OF THE DAWN RAID
WHAT OCCURS ON THE DAWN RAID
• Inspection of the premises
• Seizure of documents and data
– Hard copy documents
– Computers
– Personal devices
– Files from off-location servers
– USB sticks/portable memory devices
– Printers
– Scanners
– Shred boxes
– Trash cans

– File cabinets
• Failure to provide IT assistance could be viewed as obstruction
• Inspectors may seek information from employees
• Limited ability to object to the seizure of things
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
• Designate space
– IT space where IT experts can work with FBI (preferable with non-network internet
access)

– Conference space where the FBI can coordinate
– Out-of-sight of customers, clients, employees and the public
– Conference space for the internal reaction team to coordinate company response
• Designate Response Team

– Reception
– Company spokesperson
– Legal contacts
– PR contacts

– Shadowers
– Reaction room leader
– IT coordinators
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN (2)
• Have a dawn raid defense binder with:
– Team members points of contacts
– Communications/PR templates for internal and external release

– A checklist for the reaction room
– External counsel contact information
• Copies of the binder should reside at reception, with the reaction room leader, senior
manager at the facility
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN (3)
• The checklist recommendations
– Assemble the Response Team
– Document retention

– Internal announcement
– External announcement
– Notification of legal
– Notification of management

– Shadow Team in place
– FBI escorted to conference room
– Search warrant distributed
– Relevant employees briefed

– Credentials confirmed
– Collect FBI collection log
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: RECEPTION
• Reception
– Is the first point of contact

– Alerts the Response Team
– Gets the FBI to a conference room
– Undertakes initial check of credentials
– Copies search warrant
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLN
ROLE: COMPANY SPOKEPERSON

The company spokesperson:
• Ideally from the legal department
• Be professional, courteous
• Be knowledgeable of facility personnel and company operations

• Keep track of all questions
• Ensure all FBI agents are escorted
• Liaise with the reaction room leader
• Collects the FBI’s collection log
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: LEGAL CONTACTS

• The legal contacts include internal and external counsel
• External counsel should include the company’s routine white collar/antitrust counsel and,
if that counsel is not within 15-20 miles of the company, local counsel
• The legal contacts:
– Inspect and summarize the warrant

– Make privilege determinations
– Contact/liaise with the general counsel as appropriate
– Contact/liaise with the DOJ as appropriate
– Review any press releases/internal communications

• Ascertains the scope of the investigation
• Identifies relevant employees
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: PR CONTACT

The PR contact:
• Prepares (and circulates) a public notification as appropriate
• Prepares (and circulates) internal communications
• Handles media inquiries
• Watches newswires for any leaks
• Updates management
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MAKE A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: SHADOWER (THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE)
The Shawdower should:
• Be briefed by legal

• Review search warrant and understand scope
• Identify and FBI agent(s) being shadowed and inspect credentials
• Stay with officials at all times
• Keep track/log:

– all documents and things collected
– all questions asked of employees
– if possible copy any seized documents
• Be wary of privilege and questions beyond the scope of warrant

• Raise questions for documents and data that is out of scope
• Be courteous and professional
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: REACTION ROOM LEADER

The Reaction Room Leader:
• Coordinates PR, legal, shadowers

• Completes the Dawn Raid checklist
• Liaises with management and headquarters
• Should be someone who is generally in the office (i.e. not the working-from-home
traveling salespersons)
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ROLE: IT
IT Coordinators:
• Facilitate access to servers
• Block access to individual accounts (to prevent deletion/destruction of evidence)
• Disconnect certain computers/devices from the network
• Enable FBI to access certain encrypted files, data, network spaces
• Explain the IT environment
• Disable data destruction/enable data retention
• Assist in forensic imaging
• Secure network drives and files
• Log everything that is taken/accessed
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MAKING A DAWN RAID DEFENSE PLAN
ENSURING THE PLAN WORKS
• Hold regular training
• Ensure everyone understands their role
• Mock dawn raid?
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WHAT SHOULD YOU NOT DO DURING
AN INSPECTION
• Do not obstruct the investigation
• Do not delete or hide emails, files or destroy any records
• Do not break any seals, for any reason
• Do not leave the premises without legal approval
• Do not contact any competitors under any circumstance
• Do not volunteer unrequested information without legal signoff
• Do not ignore officials’ requests and instructions
• Do not remove/take home any materials (even trash)
• Do not tell anyone outside the company about the dawn raid for any reason
• Do not even tell anyone within the company outside of the premises about the dawn raid,
except the designated contact person within legal if off premises, or as cleared by her or
him
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THE DAY OF THE DAWN RAID
THE FIRST 10 MINUTES
• Contact counsel (internal/external)
• Get FBI to designated conference room
• Inspect and copy search warrant
• Alert designated response team
• Assemble shadowers
• Introduce designated spokesperson to FBI
• Begin dawn raid check sheet
• Check credentials
• Ask questions: who, what, why?
– Stay calm and collected
– Remain courteous
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THE DAY OF THE DAWN RAID
THE FIRST 20 MINUTES
• Legal counsel arrives
• Other offices/HQ alerted
• Employees notified/briefed
• Circulate copies of the warrant with summary
• Relevant employees identified, informed, given warrant, and briefed
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During the Search Warrant (continued)

4th Amendment: “The right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to be seized.”
© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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In addition to the 4th Amendment, search warrants are governed by:
•

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41

•

case law

•

various statutes, including 18 U.S.C. § 3101 - 3118

•

the Justice Manual (formerly known as the US Attorneys’ Manual)

© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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When to Expect the Unexpected
❖ “You never know the day” – even if the
investigation is overt

❖ But you will know the hour: around 6am (or when
the facility opens, if it is a search of a business),
typically on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under
CC BY
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What to Do

Review the search warrant to
determine the actual authority
of law enforcement to act
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What
What: What documents/materials and devices
are agents permitted to seize? What is
excluded?
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Where

Where: Are agents searching the exact address that
is specified in the SW?
❖ Are there any physical limitations, such as the
search being restricted to certain office suites
or storage lockers?
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When

When: What is the time period (or
lookback period) for the materials
agents are authorized to take?
❖ last year?
❖ Last 5 years?
© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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What to Do (Cont’d.)
❖ Are there other limitations exist in the SW?
❖ Watch out for overseizure

❖ try to ensure that any limitations in SW are respected
❖ Do not consent to broadening the scope of the SW
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What to Do (Cont’d.)
❖ Call the AUSA or DOJ Trial Attorney
❖ Ask: is your client a witness, subject or target?
❖ Ask: what is the subject matter of the investigation?
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What to Do (Cont’d.)

❖ Interacting with agents
❖ Get a list of the names and agencies of all agents on
the SW

❖ Lead case agents:
❖ they will have a comprehensive understanding of the case
❖ you may be aware of them if the investigation was previously
overt

© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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What to Do (Cont’d.)
❖ Other agents:
❖ Don’t assume they understand the significance of the items to
be seized
❖ they may have been brought in from other agencies to assist
❖ they may have only a limited understanding of what the case
is about

❖ Inform lead case agent / AUSA of privileged
material and where it is
© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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What to Do (Cont’d.)
❖ On-site employee interviews
❖ Send employees home unless FBI tells you otherwise

❖ Can company counsel assert representation of all
employees?
❖

Pros – control, company counsel present at all interviews

❖

Cons – can create conflicts

❖ A search warrant can never require employees to submit to
interviews

❖ Company counsel cannot prohibit employees from talking if
they want to – but you can tell them it is their decision
© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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What to Do (Cont’d.)

❖ Because employee interviews are voluntary, employees can insist on
an attorney being present, including company counsel
❖

Several possible interview scenarios:
❖

Highly prepared: agents are prepared to interview everyone they encounter

❖

Moderately prepared: agents will have interview outlines for key individuals only

❖

Not very prepared: agents will have a generic outline or position-specific outlines

❖ You must babysit employees and make sure they don’t
make spontaneous statements or engage in idle chit chat
with agents
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What to Do (Cont’d.)

❖ Ask client if there’s anything that agents could take
that is within the scope of the SW that would interrupt
normal business operations?
❖ If so, ask agent / AUSA to make a copy, instead of seizing it

❖ Agents are required to leave a receipt for the property
taken

© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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But inventories are often vague
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After the Search Warrant - Within hours of
the SW
❖ Take photos of the location post-SW, especially if there is damage
❖ Brainstorm with your client: what is the next location to be hit?
❖

Offices of related business or subsidiaries

❖

Off-site storage facilities / lockers

❖

Executives or key employees’ homes

❖

Business partners’ offices

❖ Sometimes LE does not have the resources to do simultaneous SWs –
so they may be successive
❖

Usually next day or within a few days
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Before You Leave the Client’s Site
❖ Instruct client to preserve all evidence – don’t
allow them to purge items the FBI did not find in a
moment of panic after you and the FBI leave
❖ If it was not served during SW, expect the “clean up”
or “catchall” grand jury subpoena
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Before You Leave the Client’s Site
❖ Instruct client and employees that anything they
email, text or commit to writing after the SW can
be obtained by law enforcement via follow on
subpoena or another SW

❖ If they want to communicate in writing about
the SW, have them send it to counsel and
indicate “Attorney Client Privileged” or
“Prepared at the Direction of Counsel”
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Within a Day of the SW
❖ While employees’ memories are fresh, immediately interview any
employees who were present before outside counsel showed up to:
❖

❖

understand the process LE followed
❖

Did FBI knock and announce or was it “no knock” SW?

❖

Did FBI take photos, video?

❖

Did the FBI label rooms or otherwise seem to have an organized way to track where
items came from (i.e., President’s office vs. secretary’s office)

identify any flaws in the search warrant execution
❖

agents did not segregate privileged material

❖

agents took more than the search warrant authorized

❖

any flaws that can form the basis of a later suppression motion under Rule 41
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Within a Day of the SW (Cont’d.)
❖ Immediately interview any employees who were
interviewed without counsel to learn the substance of
the Q & A
❖ If there are too many employees to interview quickly,
consider having them send counsel an attorney client
privileged memo that sets forth the Q&A

❖ Review the search warrant inventory – did agents
physically take anything critical, such as the server or
computers, or just make copies? If so, is the business
impacted? Consider raising with the AUSA or filing a
motion for return of property under Federal Rule of
Criminal Procedure 41
© 2019 Thompson Hine LLP
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Within a Few Days of the Search Warrant
❖ Make a written record via email to AUSA of any
irregularities in the execution of the SW or seizure
of privileged materials so AUSA can set up a
“filter” or “taint team”
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Questions? Sarah M. Hall
Sarah.Hall@thompsonhine.com
(202) 263-4192
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